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This document has been created to answer the most
commonly asked questions when begininning 8 Weeks with
Aimee. Once you have read through and familiarised yourself
with your ebooks I would suggest reading through this
document to clear up any other queries! I hope that it helps
and you find it useful!
If you have any other questions please post them in the
Facebook group. This is for the benefit of the group as a whole
as someone else may be struggling with the same problem or
have the answer to help you. Please do not message me or
Rosie privately. Thank you for your understanding and
cooperation.
I can’t wait for you to begin the challenge - you’re going to
love it!
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DIET, NUTRITION
AND SUPPLEMENTS
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I’M HITTING MY MACROS BUT I’M EXCEEDING MY
CALORIES, IS THIS OKAY?
That is completely fine! Focus on being 100% with your macros - you can
be 5g under or over on your protein, fat and carb goal, no more or no less.
I.e if you protein goal per meal is 25g you can go as low as 20g or as high as
30g.

MY MACROS ARE IN RED ON THE NUTRION TRACKER, IS
THIS OKAY?
You can be 5g under or over on your protein, fat and carb goal, no more or
no less.
I.e if you protein goal per meal is 25g you can go as low as 20g or as high as
30g.

DO I NEED TO RECALCULATE MY MACROS WHEN MY
WEIGHT CHANGES?
A good guide is around one litre per 50lbs of bodyweight. So if you weigh If
you are losing a steady amount of weight each week (between 0.5 to 2lbs)
then no, you’re doing brilliantly! Stick with with same calories and macros
and keep going! If you haven’t lost weight for two consecutive weeks it is
likely that your macros are too high and need adjusting. Similarly, if you
are having very large weigh losses from week 3 onwards it is likely your
macros are too low and need adjusting. For necessary adjustments please
read the ‘What is happening each week? On page 16 of the Training and
Cardio ebook and alter your macros accordigly.

DO I WEIGH MY FOOD UNCOOKED OR COOKED?
All foods should be weighed uncooked or frozen.
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CAN I ADD OR SWAP FOODS?

No, there are plenty of foods for you to choose from for you to get the
BEST results in the shortest space of time.

IS FRUIT A FREE FOOD?
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No. Fruit contain sugars i.e. carbs, you will find fruit under the carb
section of your nutrition tracker. Foods that are listed on page 9 of the
Nutrition and Supplements ebook are the only foods that are free foods
and can be comsumed without tracking calories/ macros.

I’M HAVING SUGAR CRAVINGS, WHAT CAN I HAVE?
You may have 2x 5 cal or 1x 10 cal jelly & a options hot chocolate sachet
if your cravings are high.

WHEN SHOULD I HAVE MY TRAINING DAY DIET?
Usually TDs would be the days that you lift weights only. However, due
to gyms being clsoeed this isn’t possible for everyone. I would choose 3x
days out of the week that you want to have your training day diet i.e
Mon/Wed/Fri or Tue/Thur/Sat. On the other 4x days you should have
your none training day diet.

WHAT DRINKS AM I ALLOWED?
All 0 cal drinks are fine (including 0 cal fizzy drinks and juice) and
coffee/tea with a small amount of unsweetened dairy free milk.
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NUTRITION
TRACKER
1

I HAVE DOWNLOADED MY NUTRITON TRACKER AND IT
WONT WORK… HELP!
To use the nutrion tracker you will have to dowload Microsoft Excel… it will
not work if it is opened in Google Sheets or any other software. I
recommend to use the nutrion tracker on a computer, laptop or iPad.
If you don't have excel you can download it if you have a hotmail account.
Open your hotmail account and click on the app launcher (9 white dots in
the top left hand corner of the screen). From here you can select and open
Microsoft Excel.

HOW DO I CHANGE THE NUMBER OF SERVINGS/ SERVING
SIZE ON THE TRACKER?

2

When you choose a food item from the drop down box the nutrion tracker
will automatically create a suggested serving size. To alter this you can
change the servings in the ‘Number of Servings’ cell.
I.e. If you want 2 eggs, the serving size is 1 (1 egg) so you need to type 2
into the ‘Number of Servings’ as 1 x 2 =2. If you want 150g white fish, the
serving size is 100g so you need to type 1.5 into the ‘Number of Servings’
as 100g x 1.5 = 150g. Similarly, if you want 40g white fish you would type
0.4 into the ‘Number of Servings’ as 100g x 0.4 = 40g.
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WORKOUTS AND
TRAINING
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How many times do I need to workout in a weeks
(how many TDs and NTDs)?
You can train as much as you like but as a minimum I recommend
completing 3x bodyweight/ weighted workouts plus 3x HIIT workouts or a
60 min walk or a 30 min run, minimum.

WHAT WORK OUT DO I COMPLETE ON TRAINING AND
NONE TRAINING DAYS?
Due to COVID-19 gyms currently being closed for your TD workouts you
can follow the workouts within the ‘Home Workout guide’ ebook (body
weight exercises), the downloadable home workouts (if you have access to
weights) or you can view my lives on my YouTube channel.
On NTDs you can complete a HIIT workout, an hour walk or a half an hour
run.

DOES IT MATTER WHAT DAYS I HAVE MY TRAINING AND
NON TRAINING DAYS ON?
No. You can choose what days to suit you and your lifestyle!
You can train as much as you like but as a minimum I recommend
completing 3x bodyweight/ weighted workouts plus 3x HIIT workouts or a
60 min walk or a 30 min run, minimum.
For your diet, stick to 3x TD and 4x NTD diets.
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WEEKLY CHECK-IN
AND WEIGHT
WHAT DAY SO I TAKE MY PROGRESS PHOTOS/ METRICS
CHANGE
AND CHECK-IN ON THE FACEBOOK GROUP?
The challenge will start on Monday 3rd August. Every Friday after this, beginning with
Friday 7th August, you are invited to check-in on the Facebook group with feedback
reflecting on the previous week.

I HAVEN'T LOST ANY WEIGHT/ GAINED WEIGHT ON THE
SCALES BUT I'VE BEEN 100%! WHY?
As annoying as this can be, this can actually happen sometimes. Body weight commonly
fluctuates a few hundred grams daily. This is due to a combination of factors such as
sleep patterns, hormones, stress, salt intake, water intake, bowel movements, sweat
and a number of other factors.
It is also common for a woman’s body weight to fluctuate throughout the course of her
monthly cycle. Some women see an increase in body weight between 3-5lbs due to
fluid retention the week prior to their period and others see it the week of their period.
During this time it can be very common for the scales not to move or even move up.
Therefore, if your period is due then stick with it for another week and monitor
measurements. Usually they will drop.
For more information please read the ‘What is happening each week?’ on page 16 of
the Training and Cardio ebook.
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